The Effect of Gestational Ethanol Exposure on Voluntary Ethanol Intake in Early Postnatal and Adult Rats
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Clinical and epidemiological studies provide strong data for a relationship between prenatal ethanol exposure and the risk for abuse in adolescent and young adult humans. However, drug-acceptance results in response to fetal exposure have differed by study, age at evaluation, and experimental animal. In the present study, the authors tested whether voluntary ethanol intake was enhanced in both the infantile and adult rat (15 and 90 days of age, respectively), as a consequence of chronic fetal drug experience. Experimental rats were exposed in utero by administering ethanol to a pregnant dam in a liquid diet during gestational Days 6–20. Compared with those for isocaloric pair-fed and ad lib chow control animals, the results for experimental animals demonstrated that fetal exposure significantly increased infantile affinity for ethanol ingestion without affecting intake patterns of an alternative fluid (water). Heightened affinity for ethanol was absent in adulthood. Moreover, the results argue against malnutrition as a principal factor underlying the infantile phenomenon. These data add to a growing literature indicative of heightened early postnatal acceptance patterns resulting from maternal use or abuse of ethanol during pregnancy.
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It has been well established that prenatal exposure to ethanol can exert profound detrimental effects in the developing fetus. The effects can be widespread, severe, and generally permanent. Depending on timing of exposure, and its duration and dose, these include stereotypical craniofacial malformations, poor suckling reflexes, decreased birth weight (Abel & Hannigan, 1995; Astley, Clareen, Little, Sampson, & Daling, 1992; Clareen & Smith, 1978; Jones, Smith, Ulleland, & Streissguth, 1973; Lemoine, Harousseau, Borteyru, & Meneut, 1968; Martin, Martin, Streissguth, & Lund, 1977; Osborn, Harris, & Weinberg, 1993; Oulette, Rosett, Rosman, & Weiner, 1977; Streissguth, Landesman-Dwyer, Martin, & Smith, 1980; Ulleland, Wennburg, Igo, & Smith, 1970; Van Dyke, MacKay, & Ziyalek, 1982), and other profound neurodevelopmental effects in the nervous system (Hannigan, Spear, Spear, & Goodlett, 1999; Miller, 1992b). Prenatal exposure to ethanol can cause behavioral changes, such as hyperactivity, and learning and memory deficits: Indeed, gestational exposure is a leading known cause of mental retardation (Abel & Hannigan, 1995; Abel & Sokol, 1992; Sampson et al., 1997; Stratton, Howe, & Battaglia, 1996).

The above notwithstanding, there are subtler yet potentially just as detrimental long-term consequences. Recent clinical and epidemiological studies indicate that prenatal exposure to ethanol is strongly associated with the risk for ethanol abuse in adolescent and young adult humans (Alati et al., 2006; Baer, Bar, Bookstein, Sampson, & Streissguth, 1998; Streissguth, 1998; Yates, Cadoret, Troughton, Steward, & Giunta, 1998). In effect, gestational exposure in humans is perhaps the best predictor of later ethanol abuse during adolescence (Streissguth, 1998; Yates et al., 1998). What then is the biological underpinning to these outcomes?

The chemical senses are among the earliest neural systems to develop (Gottlieb, 1971; Schaal & Orgeur, 1992; Smotherman & Robinson, 1990), and in the chemosensory world of the uterus, they may have a unique salience. A substantial literature has developed around the question of what the fetus “learns” behaviorally about ethanol as a consequence of ethanol contamination of the prenatal environment. A number of studies have demonstrated both the general capacity of the fetus to process salient chemosensory cues present in the fetal environment and for retaining this...
information over a significant time span (e.g., Schaal, Marlier, & Soussignan, 2000; Smotherman, 1982a, 1982b; Smotherman & Robinson, 1985, 1987, 1988, 1990; Stickrod, Kimble, & Smotherman, 1982). The response to fetal ethanol exposure appears to follow suit with these other chemosensory stimuli; however, the results have differed by experimental study, age of evaluation, and also the species of animal examined. It is clear that fetal experience with ethanol can indeed modulate subsequent responsiveness to certain attributes of the drug in the early postnatal animal (between P8 and P15). The data acquired using a rat model suggest that the fetus can both acquire information about ethanol’s sensory cues and display a memory of the prenatal experience with the drug in terms of (a) changes in orienting response to ethanol odor (as measured by an autonomic response; Chotro, Kraebel, McKinzie, Molina, & Spear, 1996; Chotro & Molina, 1992), (b) enhanced consumption of an ethanol solution (Chotro & Molina, 1990; Dominguez, Chotro, & Molina, 1993; Molina, Chotro, & Dominguez, 1995), (c) enhanced ethanol odor preference (Chotro et al., 1996), and (d) ethanol’s ability to act as an unconditioned stimulus mediating associative learning processes (Abate, Pepino, Dominguez, Spear, & Molina, 2000, Abate, Spear, & Molina, 2001).

In contrast with the studies that focused on early postnatal observations in rats, later acceptance and responsiveness to the chemosensory attributes of the drug are less clear. Relatively few studies have tested the effect of either acute or chronic prenatal ethanol exposure upon acceptance of the drug during different postnatal stages in development (Chotro, Arias, & Laviola, 2007; Spear & Molina, 2005). Further, the outcomes of these studies have been quite varied, particularly in the older literature involving the consequences of an extensive series of prenatal ethanol exposure. Bond and DiGiusto (1976) and Phillips and Stainbrook (1976) reported clear increases in adult preference or intake of ethanol among rat offspring exposed to ethanol continuously throughout gestation. However, neither Abel and York (1979) nor McGivern, Clancy, Mousa, Couri, and Noble (1984) found an enhanced acceptance effect. Others have found qualified increases in later acceptance for ethanol after gestational exposure. For example, Randall, Hughs, Williams, and Anton (1983) found that mouse fetuses whose dams were exposed to the drug between G8 and birth consumed more ethanol during P25–P32 (i.e., the age range of juvenile and early adolescent development) than did controls, but this effect was not seen between P33 and P46. Reyes, Garcia, and Jones (1985) found that prenatal exposure from G1 until birth yielded greater preference for ethanol (in males only) for only the first half of a 30-day test in late adolescent/young adult rats (P45–P60). More recent studies with more selective prenatal exposure to ethanol (maternal intra gastric administration of 1 or 2 g/kg ethanol during late gestation (G17–G20) have uniformly reported enhanced ethanol intake early in development, prior to weaning and in adolescence (Chotro et al., 2007; Molina, Spear, Spear, Mennella, & Lewis, 2007; Spear & Molina, 2005). But there remains the question of the inconsistent or negative results with other prenatal procedures, such as extensive exposure to ethanol, and older ages at the time of testing.

To further explore this question, in the present experiment, we focused on testing whether, and to what extent, ethanol intake is enhanced in both the early postnatal and adult rat, as a consequence of fetal experience with the drug. Our results provide additional data regarding the forms of experiential factors that may contribute to ethanol intake and acceptance patterns and the persistence of these effects.

### Method

#### Treatment of Dams and Subject Selection

On gestational Day 5, pregnant Long–Evans female rats (Harlan Sprague–Dawley, Indianapolis, IN) were weighed and divided into weight-matched groups of 3 dams (a block for analytic purposes). Dams within a triad were then randomly assigned to one of three treatment groups (ethanol, pair-fed, and chow control). For the ethanol group (ET), ethanol administration was an ad lib liquid diet (ET: L10251, Research Diets, NJ) that was supplemented with 6.7% (v/v) ethanol (i.e., 35% daily calories derived from ethanol) from G11–G20 (Miller, 1992a). Animals were weaned onto this diet between G6 and G10 with diets containing increasing amounts of ethanol (namely, 2.2% v/v ethanol on G6–G8, 4.5% v/v ethanol on G9–G10). With this regimen of ethanol exposure, peak blood ethanol concentrations in pregnant females specifically assayed for this purpose on G17 were approximately equivalent to 150 mg/dl (Miller, 1992a).

As noted above, there were two control treatment groups. The first was a weight-matched group that was pair-fed (PF) to the ET group and received an isocaloric, isonutritive liquid diet (PF L100252, Research Diets, NJ). This PF group therefore received the same volume and caloric intake as the ET group. To accomplish this, on any given day, we gave the PF rat within a triad the same amount of diet consumed the day before by its respective weight-matched ET rat. By contrast, the chow control group (CH) had continuous access to standard lab chow (Labdiet, Richmond, IN) and water.

The timing of birth may vary between the ET, PF, and CH dams. Therefore, to minimize potential variability in the maturational state of the central nervous system among neonates, we based the age of the pups on a scale anchored by gestational age, rather than age postparturition. G22 was arbitrarily designated P0 regardless of when the actual birth occurred (i.e., whether a litter was born on G22 or G23, the birth was considered to be G22). All litters were culled to 10 and surrogate-fostered to nonexperimental dams that were fed chow and water during gestation.

In this study, a total of 10 triads of dams (ET, PF, and CH) were produced. No more than 2 randomly selected animals of each sex from any given litter were entered into an experimental condition and further randomly allocated to the P15 and P90 time points. Thus, for each age, a total of 10 male and 10 female animals from each treatment group participated in the study (60 animals at P15 and 60 animals at P90).

#### Ethanol Intake

##### Postnatal Day 15 animals

P15 animals do not readily ingest fluid from a drinking bottle. Therefore, we tested animals for ethanol intake by infusing a specified solution directly into the mouth via an intraoral cannula (Abate et al., 2000, 2001; Dominguez, Lopez, Chotro, & Molina, 1996; Dominguez, Lopez, & Molina, 1998; Hunt, Kraebel, Rabine, Spear, & Spear, 1993; Pepino, Kraebel, Lopez, Spear, & Molina, 1998, Pepino, Lopez,
Spear, & Molina, 1999, Pepino, Spear, & Molina, 2001). Three hours prior to testing, pups were singly placed in a clean cage and deprived of food, fluid, and maternal/sibling presence. Temperature during this period was maintained with a heat lamp. Two hours prior to intake testing, an intraoral cannula (PE10 tubing; length 5 cm; Clay Adams, Parsippany, NJ) was implanted. The cannulation procedures have been extensively described (Abate et al., 2000, 2001; Dominguez et al., 1996, 1998; Hunt et al., 1993; Pepino et al., 1998, 1999, 2001). In brief, the flanged end of the cannula was positioned in the middle of the oral mucosa of the right cheek. The cannula was placed with a 30-gauge needle attached to the nonflanged end of the tubing by passing the needle through the cheek (from inside to outside) until the flange rested on the oral mucosa. The procedure took less than 20 s per pup. The intraoral position of the cannula permitted the pups to accept (i.e., swallow) or reject (i.e., active rejection through head shaking or by licking the floor and walls of the chamber or passive dripping) the solution.

Prior to testing, the anogenital region of each pup was gently stroked to stimulate it to void its bowel and bladder. The pups were then weighed (to the nearest 0.01 g) and placed in a plastic chamber (15 × 7 × 15 cm), and their cannula was attached to a peristaltic infusion pump that delivered a 5.0% v/v ethanol solution. Ethanol solution was infused for 15 min (following a 10-min habituation period) with a 3.0-s “on” and 10-s “off” duty cycle at a rate permitting delivery of 5.5% of the animal’s preinfusion body weight. Following testing, the pups were weighed again (to the nearest 0.01 g). For each animal, ethanol-intake score was calculated in terms of grams of absolute ethanol consumed per kilogram of body weight.

Postnatal Day 90 animals. Following the approach used by Molina and Spear (e.g., Pepino, Abate, Spear, & Molina, 2004; Ponce, Pautassi, Spear, & Molina, 2004), voluntary ethanol-drinking sessions were conducted in standard microisolator cages equipped with two graduated drinking tubes (volume: 30 ml with 0.1 ml graduation) mounted on one wall of the cage. Each voluntary intake session was preceded by 22 hr of water deprivation, and each intake session lasted for 2 hr. Rats were weighed just prior to each session.

During the first 4 days, both drinking tubes contained normal tap water. These water-only sessions served to adapt the animals to the testing cages and familiarize them with drinking from the tubes. Following the adaptation sessions, the animals were given simultaneous access to tap water and a given ethanol solution (on Days 5–10). Starting on Day 5, a 3% v/v ethanol solution was used, and the concentration of the solution was increased on subsequent testing days as follows: 4%, 5%, 6%, 7%, and 10% v/v by the 10th day. The position of the ethanol drinking-tube location (i.e., ethanol vs. tap water) was randomized and balanced across testing days, within and across treatment groups, within a block, and across blocks.

For the P90 animals, ethanol-drinking scores for each concentration were determined by calculating the grams of absolute ethanol consumed per kilogram body weight (g/kg). In addition, liquid ingestion from both the ethanol and water drinking tubes for each testing session was calculated in terms of milliliters consumed per 100 grams body weight.

Results

Postnatal Day 15 Intake Tests

Prenatal ethanol treatment appeared to have a profound consequence on ethanol acceptance. As a percentage of their initial body weight (ET group, M = 24.32 g, SEM = 0.423; PF group, M = 26.59 g, SEM = 0.423; CH group, M = 28.79 g, SEM = 0.423), animals receiving prenatal ethanol exposure gained, on average, 1.56× and 2.2× more weight than did control PF and CH animals, respectively, during testing. PF animals gained 1.33× more weight than did CH animals. This occurred despite the observation that, in rank order, ET animals were physically smaller (i.e., weighed less) than PF animals that, in turn, were smaller than CH controls. Indeed, a randomized-blocks analysis of variance (ANOVA) indicated that body weights significantly varied as a function of prenatal treatment, F(2, 45) = 7.28, p < .0001, however, there was no effect of sex, F(1, 45) = 0.67, p > .4, or Sex × Treatment interaction, F(2, 45) = 0.99, p > .3. Post hoc tests of differences between treatment groups with the Newman–Keuls criterion for multiple comparisons demonstrated significant effects for all pairwise comparisons (for ET vs. PF, ET vs. CH, and PF vs. CH, all ps < .0025).

Because the focus of the study was to test for a primary causal relationship between prenatal exposure and infantile ethanol acceptance, our formal analysis of the data proceeded in two steps. First, we evaluated the unconditional effect of maternal treatment on ethanol acceptance in the P15 animals (i.e., without adjusting for the potential intermediate response of animal weight, as a consequence of maternal treatment. Randomized-blocks ANOVA demonstrated a significant main effect of prenatal treatment, F(2, 45) = 6.29, p < .005, on ethanol acceptance. There was no evidence of a differential effect of sex, F(1, 45) = 0.40, p > .5, or Sex × Treatment interaction, F(2, 45) = 0.01, p > .9. Newman–Keuls post hoc tests of differences between treatment groups demonstrated that ET pups ingested significantly more ethanol relative to PF or CH controls (both ps < .01). However, PF and CH offspring exhibited similar levels of absolute ethanol intake. This latter point is noteworthy given the finding that PF and CH animals differed in terms of body weight at the time of testing.

Second, we evaluated the conditional effect of prenatal treatment by performing a randomized-blocks analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) that analytically adjusted for the potential intermediate effect of maternal treatment on the animals’ weights. In this respect, the ANCOVA evaluated the following question: For animals of a given weight, does the ingestion of ethanol per unit weight differ for those with or without prenatal ethanol exposure? Randomized-blocks ANCOVA demonstrated a significant main effect of treatment, F(2, 44) = 6.54, p < .005, on ethanol acceptance. There was no evidence of a differential effect of sex, F(1, 44) = 1.60, p > .2, or Sex × Treatment interaction, F(2, 44) = 0.18, p = .832. Figure 1 illustrates P15 ethanol intake (expressed as grams of absolute ethanol consumed per kilogram of body weight) as a function of sex and maternal treatment. As can be seen in this figure, there was a clear effect of prenatal ethanol treatment on subsequent ethanol avidity.

In a follow-up experiment, we evaluated whether prenatal ethanol exposure was also likely to affect intake of a nonethanol solution. In other words, the explicit intention was to assess whether the increased intake observed for ethanol was a specific
effect or a generalized response to any fluid that is intraorally delivered. To accomplish this, we randomly selected 1 animal of
each gender from five additional triads of dams (ET, PF, and CH)
for testing water consumption at P15. Thus, a total of 10 animals
(5 male, 5 female) from each treatment group were evaluated for
their intake of tap water. Note that, at P15, pups have no experi-
ence with water, because the dam provides all nutritional and fluid
support. The procedures were identical to those used for the
ethanol-acceptance study at this age. Expressed as a percentage of
body-weight gain, a two-way randomized-blocks ANCOVA (Pre-
natal Treatment/H11003 Sex) with the animals’ weights as a covariate
provided no evidence of an altered intake pattern for the neutral
fluid stimulus, tap water,

\[
F(2, 19) = 0.61, p > .5
\]

The means \( \pm SEM \) for the ET, PF, and CH animals were 1.03 \( \pm 0.19\% \), 0.93 \( \pm 0.14\% \), and 1.13 \( \pm 0.15\% \), respectively.

**Postnatal Day 90 Animals**

Table 1 illustrates the body weights of adult animals during the
course of the ethanol-drinking tests. A \( 3 \times 2 \times 6 \) mixed ANOVA
(Prenatal Treatment \( \times \) Sex \( \times \) Days) indicated significant effects of
the three main factors: prenatal treatment, \( F(2, 86) = 9.12 \); sex,
\( F(1, 86) = 717.0 \); and days, \( F(5, 430) = 38.8 \); all \( ps < .001 \).
Further, this analysis also indicated a significant interaction be-
tween prenatal treatment and days, \( F(10, 430) = 2.48, p < .01 \). As
might be expected, females weighed significantly less than males.
Newman–Keuls post hoc tests (\( p < .05 \)) showed that ET animals
exhibited significantly lower body weights relative to PF and CH
rats. PF adults had lower weights than CH adults, but this differ-
ence failed to achieve significance (\( p > .07 \)). Because there is no
unambiguous choice of post hoc tests between and within factors,

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
<th>Mean Body Weights (in Grams) During Adulthood ( \pm SEM )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Prenatal treatment</td>
<td>Day 1, Water vs. 3% EtOH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethanol</td>
<td>224.1 ± 5.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>378.2 ± 11.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>234.8 ± 5.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pair-fed</td>
<td>403.9 ± 8.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chow</td>
<td>245.9 ± 2.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>414.9 ± 7.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 1.** Grams of absolute ethanol consumed per kilogram of body weight corresponding to the 15-day-old
(P15) rats as a function of prenatal treatment. Data are the means \( \pm SEM \).
we further analyzed the interaction between prenatal treatment and days using an alternative ANOVA in which the dependent variable was the relative loss of body weight during the course of the testing sessions. As can be observed in Table 1, it appears that the regimen of fluid deprivation during the course of the testing procedure differentially affected body-weight changes across treatment groups. Overall percentage change in body weight for each treatment was calculated as follows: 100 × (Day 1 body weight − Day 1 body weight)/Day 1 body weight. ANOVA indicated a significant effect of prenatal treatment, \( F(2, 89) = 10.03, p < .01 \). Newman–Keuls post hoc tests further showed that ET rats lost significantly more weight than PF and CH adults during the course of the test. In turn, PF adults lost more weight than CH controls. Percentage body-weight changes for each group were as follows: ET, \(-3.34 \pm 0.32\%\); PF, \(-2.38 \pm 0.67\%\); and CH, \(-1.34 \pm 0.27\%\).

Overall fluid-consumption patterns (ml/100 g bw of water + ml/100 g bw of ethanol; see Table 2) were also subjected to an ANOVA with prenatal treatment and sex as between factors and days as repeated measures. The results of this analysis showed significant effects of the three main factors: prenatal treatment, \( F(2, 86) = 11.4\); sex, \( F(1, 86) = 190.0\); and days, \( F(5, 430) = 12.7\); all \( p < .001 \). Males drank significantly more fluid than did females. Overall fluid ingestion increased as a function of the progression of testing. Indeed, during the last 2 days (Days 5 and 6), fluid-intake scores were significantly higher than those registered during the first three testing sessions (Days 1, 2, and 3). In regard to the main effect of prenatal treatment, post hoc tests indicated that ET and PF adults drank significantly less fluid than did CH controls.

Figure 2 illustrates absolute ethanol-intake scores (g/kg) during adulthood testing. ANOVA demonstrated significant main effects of days, \( F(5, 430) = 17.2, p < .0001 \), and of sex, \( F(1, 86) = 5.55, p < .025 \). Moreover, the interaction between prenatal treatment and sex was also significant, \( F(2, 86) = 3.28, p < .05 \). Post hoc tests showed that ethanol-intake scores were higher when animals had access to the intermediate ethanol concentrations (4%, 5%, and 6% v/v ethanol on Days 3, 4, and 5, respectively) than when they had access to 3%, 7%, or 10% v/v ethanol solutions. Further, post hoc tests indicated that ET females drank significantly more ethanol than did their male counterparts. ET females were also found to ingest significantly more ethanol than were PF females. CH females also consumed significantly more ethanol than did CH males and PF females. The intake pattern of ET and CH females was not found to be significantly different. No treatment differences were observed when we focused on male consumption scores. The interaction between prenatal treatment and sex is depicted in Figure 3.

In summary of the P90 data, the detrimental effects of the prenatal manipulations upon body weight were still observable during adulthood, but there was no evidence that prenatal exposure to ethanol resulted in heightened ethanol intake. Adults born to dams subjected to a restricted-food diet during pregnancy (PF group) still exhibited significant decrements in body weight compared with CH controls. This reduction in overall body weight was even more pronounced in males and females that were treated with ethanol during pregnancy, a result that parallels what was observed during infancy. In addition, ET and PF rats were observed to ingest somewhat less fluid during the drinking sessions than were CH rats. This effect was observed despite the fact that intake was adjusted in accordance with individual body weights (milliliter of fluid per 100 g of body weight, see Table 2). Nonetheless, despite this decrement in overall fluid ingestion, ET females were observed to ingest ethanol in quantities similar to those ingested by CH controls. Undernutrition during pregnancy, as operationalized through pair-feeding procedures, resulted in a reduction in female affinity for ethanol ingestion. Males in the different prenatal conditions were observed to ingest similar amounts of the drug.

### Discussion

The present study was crafted from the perspective that a combined study designed to examine ethanol intake in both early postnatal and adult rats, as a consequence of the same prenatal exposure paradigm, would shed further light on the effects of fetal exposure to early ethanol-acceptance patterns and the persistence of these effects. More specifically, infantile rats and their adult littermates were evaluated for ethanol intake as a consequence of the presence or absence of in utero ethanol exposure throughout gestation (delivered in the dam’s diet). Consequently, at least for the current exposure paradigm, this fundamental approach provided the important unifying design element of the study. In this respect, recall that in prior studies, researchers have observed variable adult intake patterns (i.e., enhanced, marginal, and absent) in the face of a variable set of procedures without the benefit of...
providing contrasting infantile acceptance patterns in similarly manipulated littermates.

Our results demonstrated that fetal exposure throughout gestation (at a dose equivalent to moderate-to-high daily ethanol intake; e.g., Driscoll, Streissguth, & Riley, 1990; Vavrousek-Jakuba, Baker, & Shoemaker, 1991) significantly increased infantile affinity for ethanol ingestion. That is, although there were no differences between the male and female progeny within each of the three maternal treatment groups, ET animals drank significantly more ethanol than did the PF and CH animals, and these latter two treatment groups were not different from each other. Moreover, two additional key observations were noteworthy. First, intake patterns for tap water were unambiguously the same across the progeny of all three maternal treatment groups, a result that argues against a generalized enhancement or lack of motor control in terms of fluid ingestion as major factors underlying infantile ethanol-acceptance results. Second, the observation that there was no early predisposition to ingest ethanol in the offspring of dams subjected to dietary restrictions during gestation (i.e., the PF group) and that these animals were equivalent to CH animals strongly argues against fetal malnutrition as the sole or principal factor that underlies the enhanced ethanol-acceptance phenomenon here reported. As such, the infantile data add to the more general growing body of experimental and epidemiological literature in-

Figure 2. Absolute ethanol intake (grams per kilogram) corresponding to adult rats as a function of prenatal treatment, sex, and ethanol concentration available during each testing session. Data are the means ± SEM.
dicative of heightened early postnatal ethanol-acceptance patterns in the preweanling and adolescent rat resulting from maternal use or abuse of ethanol during pregnancy (for recent reviews, see Chotro et al., 2007; Molina et al., 2007; Spear & Molina, 2005).

In contrast with the above, the adult picture was more complicated. Although the effects of chronic exposure to ethanol during pregnancy upon ethanol-intake affinity were notably absent in adulthood, the intake patterns were extensively affected by both a potential long-term nutritional effect on the PF females and an interaction between prenatal treatment and sex. During adulthood, there were marked differences between the progeny of ET and PF dams. Specifically, females prenatally exposed to the drug drank significantly more ethanol than did PF females. However, ET and CH females showed similar ethanol-intake levels. Regarding this observation, it has been previously reported that females suffering undernutrition during the period spanning from gestation through adolescence strongly reject ethanol solutions during adulthood (Cordoba, Molina, Basso, & Orsingher, 1990). According to these authors, early malnourished females appear to be highly sensitive to ethanol’s chemosensory cues. Their responses represented an exacerbated neophobia that failed to be attenuated even after numerous sensory-familiarization experiences with the drug’s odor. In the present study, we observed that the reluctance of adult PF females to accept ethanol was evident throughout the entire testing procedure. It is interesting that malnourishment is likely to be derived from the specific experimental manipulations applied to ET dams during gestation, as well. However, adult females representative of this treatment group drank as much ethanol as did CH control females. Thus, it could be suggested that alternative effects derived from prenatal ethanol exposure can ameliorate the effects of early undernutrition upon ethanol affinity but not sufficiently so as to result in an adult preference beyond that of CH counterparts.

ET female animals were also found to ingest more ethanol than their male counterparts. This sex difference was not encountered in PF adults. Exactly why these differences exist is a matter of speculation at this time.

In summary of the above, it is clear from our results that, at least for the chronic-exposure feeding paradigm and the testing methodology we employed, the infantile affinity for ethanol in the ET group was lost by the time of adult littermate testing. In considering this result, it is worth examining a possible underlying mechanism through which prenatal ethanol exposure resulted in a heightened avidity for ethanol that ameliorated with time. In this respect, ethanol’s flavor attributes (the integration of taste, smell, and somatosensory input) certainly contribute to the development of drug preference. Without a doubt, there is an extensive animal and human literature that addresses the role that fetal and postnatal learning about ethanol’s chemosensory attributes plays in later perception, preference, and consumption of ethanol (e.g., Abate et al., 2000, 2001; Arias & Chotro, 2005; Chotro & Arias, 2003; Mennella, 1999, 2001; Mennella & Beauchamp, 1998; Molina et al., 1995, Molina, Dominguez, Lopez, Pepino, & Faas, 1999; Spear & Molina, 2001, 2005). What is notably absent from this published literature are studies examining whether ethanol exposure functionally alters one or more of the neural systems (and, by extension, their contribution to the behavioral response) involved in the perception of ethanol’s flavor.

The olfactory system is highly plastic throughout the animal’s life (from the fetal period into and including adulthood; e.g., Coopersmith & Leon, 1984, 1986; Hudson & Distel, 1998; Johnson, Woo, Duong, Nguyen, & Leon, 1995; McCollum, Woo, & Leon, 1997; McLean & Harley, 2004; Rochefort, Gheusi, Vincent, & Lledo, 2002; Salcedo, Zhang, Kronberg, & Restrepo, 2005; Semke, Distel, & Hudson, 1995; Sullivan & Leon, 1986; Sullivan, McLaugh, & Leon, 1991; Sullivan, Wilson, & Leon, 1989; Woo, Coopersmith, & Leon, 1987; Woo, Oshita, & Leon, 1996; Wilson & Sullivan, 1990; Youngentob & Kent, 1995), and stimulus-induced plasticity has been hypothesized to be a mechanism for modifying olfactory function to emphasize the encoding of odor-
ants that are significant for survival and reproductive fitness (Hudson, 1999). Recently, using an identical experimental fetal-exposure paradigm to the one employed in the current study, Youngentob et al. (in press) demonstrated that, compared with isocaloric PF and ad lib CH controls, ET rats showed that (a) a tuned neurophysiologic response of the olfactory epithelium to ethanol odor in the early postnatal animal (P15), and this effect was absent by adulthood (P90); (b) the neural effect observed in the infantile animal occurred in conjunction with an altered odorant-induced reflexive sniffing response to ethanol odor across a series of odorant concentrations; (c) the behavioral effect was specific to ethanol odor and was ameliorated by adulthood; and (d) a significant component of the infantile behavioral effect was attributable to ethanol’s effect on the olfactory neural modality.

The conjunction of the present results and those of Youngentob et al. (in press) suggests the intriguing possibility that in utero experience-induced olfactory plasticity, in response to ethanol, tuned olfactory system function (both behaviorally and neurophysiologically), thereby emphasizing the transduction of its odor-related attributes. Ethanol avidity was thus enhanced in the infantile animal. However, absent further experience with the drug, ethanol “lost” its biological significance (Hudson, 1999) with the passage of time, and by P90, the olfactory system function returned to an ethanol-neutral status (i.e., lack of biological significance). As a result, ethanol affinity in the ET animals was absent in adulthood. The exact mechanism by which the observed changes in olfactory system function and subsequent recovery occurred in the Youngentob et al. study are unknown at this time. Nevertheless, the remarkable parallel between the outcomes of the two data sets suggest they are intimately related.
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